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INTRODUCTION
CHATBOT EVOLUTION is a project for one of the biggest
Alcohol retailer and one of the most high profile clients in
Australia.
The company had released a chatbot for their consumer
facing website, but it wasn't getting the levels of
engagement. The purpose of this project is to explore and
understand why and what could be done to improve it and
also, to find out the new opportunities for the chatbot to
exist as a way of engagement for their customers, so that
customers feel fore connected to their brand in addition to
the existing purpose as a self-service channel.

Timeline: 2.5 Weeks September 2021
My Role: UX Researcher - User Interview Lead / Prototyping / UI Designer

PROJECT BRIEF
PROJECT AUDIENCE:

Customers aged 18 years and above.

PRPJECT
OVERVIEW

PRIMARY
OBJECTIVES

SECONDARY
OBJECTIVES

Further develop
for the chatbot
to engage with
customers, so
they feel better
connected to
the brand.

Explore new
ideas and
opportunities fo
the chatbot as
an engagement
tool towards the
pathway to
purchase.

Improve the
current
conversation flow
of existing service
capabilities.

KEY
DELIVERABLE
Research Insights on the explorations
(e.g.competitive reviews)
Solution/Concept Definition
1. What is the idea?
2. What is the objective of the idea?
3. How it works, etc?
UX Solution flows (e.g. conversation
flows, screen flows)

SCOPING
FRAMEWORK

The provided brief was interpreted
and follow that a Scoping Frame
work was defined to outline the
project goals and user benefits.
Then a Problem Statement was
developed to frame the problems
from a Human Centred perspective.

PROJECT: Chatbot Customer Engagement

OBJECTIVES

SCOPE:

Explore new ideas and opportunities for Murphy as an
engagement tool towards pathway to purchase
Improve the current conversation flow of existing service
capabilities

To conduct foundational research, define
problem/concept, UX development, usability
testing resulting in an interactive prototype
solution of the Murphy chatbot. This will be
delivered via a live presentation.

GOALS:

MOTIVATION:

The goal is to
enhance the
Murphy chatbot
to be an
engagement tool
to improve the
online experience
for Dan Murphy's
customers

To explore new
opportunities for
Murphy to exist as
a way of
engagement for
customers

RISK/CONSTRAINTS:

DELIVERABLES:

Impact on Dan Murphy’s
customer service
representatives (e.g. live chat)
COVID-19 limitations
Project Timing – 3 weeks
maximum

Research insights on
the explorations
Solution/concept
definition
UX solution flows
Interactive prototype
solution

PROBLEM
STATEMENT
PEOPLE ARE RELUCTANT TO ENGAGE WITH CHATBOT'S, AS THEY CONSIDER
THEM TO BE A SELF SERVICE CHANNEL USED ONLY FOR ADDRESSING PROBLEMS.

DESKTOP
RESEARCH
APPENDIX
Accurate research was conducted looking
into Alcohol Industry Trends, Competitor
Analysis and Chatbot Users to try gain a
deeper understanding of the marketplace.

DESKTOP
RESEARCH
FINDINGS
The surge in on-demand messaging has shifted consumers’
preferences for communication. More industries are
integrating chatbots into their business processes. Bots are
a critical resource for enhancing the consumer experience
and providing excellent customer service. Chatbots are
transforming the ways businesses connect with current and
prospective customers. From research in customer service,
marketing and selling, Chatbot have feasibility and
necessity in Dan Murphy's service.

ONLINE SURVEYS & FINDINGS
Customer research was conducted through surveys and 1:1 interviews to obtain data on customer buying habits and chatbot
experiences to try and uncover their frustrations and needs.

Competitor Analysis

75 x Online Surveys

12 x 1:1 interviews

ONE:ON:ONE
INTERVIEW
INSIGHTS

AFFINITY
MAP
Affinity Map is created
to sort data obtained
into logical group.

EMPATHY
MAP
Empathy Map is created to get a
sense of what customers are
thinking and feeling.

MEET AMELIA AND PAUL / CUSTOMERS

PERSONA
Insights uncovered through research synthesis were
used to develop three key personas representing Dan
Murphy's customers and staff.
A stay at home mum, a young tech savvy and a sales
assistant.

MEET JAMIE / STAFF

PERSONA

JOURNEY
MAP
A journey map was developed to give
a window into the lives of Amelia and
Paul and to get a sense of how we
could assist them to have a better
online drinks purchasing experience

JOURNEY
MAP
A journey map was developed to give
a window into the lives of Amelia and
Paul and to get a sense of how we
could assist them to have a better
online drinks purchasing experience

IDEATION
WORKSHOP
2 ideation workshop were held for Amelia and
Paul in view of generating as many ideas as
possible to try address their online drink
shopping needs.

Paul's Workshop

Amelia's Workshop

IDEATION WORKSHOP
KEY INSIGHTS
Key workshop ideas were summarised and
placed in categories from which concept
ideas were developed

Summery of workshop ideas

Pain Points

PAUL &
AMELIA'S
PAIN POINTS
&
SOLUTIONS

Paul, like many millennials love engagement via
gamification.
He likes to socialise with his friends and talk about the
latest trending products he’s tried.
Through the research survey findings , price &
convenience are still the main driving factors of alcohol
purchase
Being a millennial like Paul and into his online
research, he would like to bring the online experience
in-store when he’s browsing.
Paul would like some help with navigating the myriad
of products in store without having to talk to anyone.
Engage adventurous customers, like Paul to try new
products via chatBot.
Amelia is frustrated with the dead end solution that
the current chatbot gives.
She needs chatbot to provides recommendations just
like an in-store sales staff does. so she can finalise
her purchase with minimal effort.

PAUL &
AMELIA'S
PAIN POINTS
&
SOLUTIONS

Solutions
Engagement via gamification:
By playing the drinking trivia and re-engagement by getting
an email with a discount code. Discount/free shipping
incentive for the price conscious customers.
Via a fun and light-hearted cocktails inspiration game. All
recommended drinks link directly back to the website,
providing a pathway to purchase.
Via a fun quiz to find the perfect drink to match their
personality.
Besides being an online product expert, the XM-Chatbot is also
an in-store product guide, if you take him shopping with you.
He may give you expert product knowledge and reviews if you’re
already in store and are browsing through shelves of different
products.
He may give you directions in-store so you can go straight to the
product you have wish-listed.
You will always be the most informed shopper you can be, with
XM's Assist.

USER FLOW
User flows were developed to confirm the paths customers
would take when using ideas being developed

Cocktail Maker (Inside of existing chatbot)

Chatbot Assist - Instore via App

Drinking Trivia Game (Inside of existing chatbot)

XM's Private Cellar (External from existing chatbot)

Personality Quiz (Inside of existing chatbot)

PROTOTYPING

USER
TESTING

A
Cocktail
Inspiration
was
developed in view of increasing
Customer Engagement in a fun and
light hearted manner

THE IDEA:

USER TESTING QOUTES:

Engagement via gamification in a fun
way.
Use the existing cocktail recipes. So, all
recommended drinks link directly back to
the website, providing a pathway to
purchase.

"Love it!"
"I'd love to know how to make a
cocktail at home, especially
during the lockdown!"

THE USER FEEDBACKS:
6/6 were able to work with the app
without any prior knowledge.
4/6 like how the app leads hem to a
particular section on the website, so they
can search for more recipes
5/6 believe it's very helpful tool and it
gives customers the same confidence
and reliability as if they were in-store

"It gave me the diverse selection I
was looking for!""
"I really like that the bot gave me
suggestion, based on the taste I
was looking for."

USER
TESTING

FUTURE
ROADMAP
12 Months:

6 Months:
Consider introducing a library of
different chatbot ‘faces’ (in addition to
Christmas and face mask), and
reviewing conversational scripts every 6
months – to keep the Murphy bot
dynamic, larger than life, and changing
with the times.
Conduct additional user testing on
Murphy Bot - to improve usability and
accessibility
User interface – consider the use of
colour accents and imagery to reduce
reading fatigue.

Earn with DM-Chatbot
Implement a DM loyalty membership point
scoring system for added incentives
Conduct additional user testing on XMBot - to
improve usability and accessibility
User interface – consider the use of colour
accents and imagery to reduce reading
fatigue.
Drinks Inspiration
Integrate cocktail inspiration recipe finder
within “Help me find a Wine ”.
Recommendation for the current website to
filter cocktail results the same way as the
Murphy Bot Cocktail Inspirations so results
match.
Support Engagement with Integrated App.
Recommend exploring XMbot integration with
apps like Facebook Messenger and delivery
providers like UberEats and Deliveroo for Food
Pairing opportunities.

18 Months+:
XM’s Private Cellar (MPC)
Members dashboard - MPC integrated with members
account dashboard to receive access to personalised
recommendations
Customise Murphy Bot based on audience segmentation
Murphy bot could ask tailored questions based on the buyer
type to get the most engagement, and assist customer to get
in contact with relevant XM team members.
Advanced Murphy bot features
Consider adopting more conversational language and open
questions (e.g. “What brings you here today?”), so that
Murphy finds out more about customers during each
interaction.
For XM’s members when signed-in, Murphy Bot could provide:
Curated suggestions based on previous order history
Preferences saved such as default preferred store
Consider a regular pulsed feedback system (proactively
asking for feedback on previous orders) for continuous
improvement
Notifications feature – such as would you like to be notified
when this item is back in stock.
In-store navigation:
• Consider standardising XM stores nationally so Murphy Assist
has one system of product navigation for all stores.
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PROJECT
SUMMERY
The First Step

Gamification has been introduced into the existing Murphy chatbot as a quick method of increasing
engagement within the current parameters of Murphy.
By doing this we would allow customers to take the first steps to seeing Murphy as more than a help
centre, and begin to change the relationship that they have with him.
The Pop and Trivia quizzes would provide Dan Murphy’s with information about customer’s tastes and
interests, which moving forward could be used to provide more tailored and specific on-line shopping
suggestions when they go onto shop on the Dan Murphy’s site, and thereby enhance their shopping
experience. Whilst Cocktail recipes would provide customers with ways to enhance their drinking
experience.

The Second Step

In view of bringing the ‘In store experience’ ‘on-line’, the ‘Murphy’s Private Cellar’ concept was developed
to provide an experience that breaks the mold of a traditional chat bot.
In Murphy’s private cellar visitors get a window into ‘Murphy’s Private Cellar’, where they can be offered a
selection of what Murphy considers to be some of the best and most interesting drinks that Dan
Murphy’s has to offer.
Visitors can find out about products and their makers; get assistance with product pairings, and can
join Murphy’s private mailing list to keep abreast of what he thinks is good. And from here products can
easily be added directly into a shopping cart or viewed on the main Dan Murphy’s site.

The Next Step

We believe that the proposed
additions to Murphy Bot, and the
introduction of Murphy’s Private
Cellar would be important first steps
in further developing the relationship
that Dan Murphy’s customers have
with Murphy, and through further
interaction will come to see him as
the digital equivalent of the ‘In Store
Experience’, and more than just a
chat bot.
Moving forward we believe that
Murphy can be used as a vehicle for
a variety of experiences that will
continue to enhance customers’
relationship with Murphy, and
consequently the Dan Murphy’s
brand.

